Sean Snyder

Sean Snyder takes the global circulation of data as the raw materials for his practice. He experiments with multi-layered signs revealing
unexpected layers in an intentionally non-pedagogical way. Refusing to conform to conventions, his practice avoids simple classification.
In resistance to contemporary art’s tendency to aspire to a mechanized consumer society, his investigations parody and mirror their
processes. Bypassing conventions, the artist’s practice encodes information using an unpredictable matrix. Anatomically ordering
preconceptions, his installations deconstruct assumptions that might be attributed to a topic. Interrogating representation, the nebulous
investigations, occasionally come into clear focus oscillating between fact and fiction. What might seemingly be intelligible, might turn
out to be far more complex. Conversely, what may apparently be complex, might unravel in multi-farious, yet simple and uncomplicated
ways. Researching algorithms and unknowns, his practice dissects the aleatoric use of databanks and publicly attainable information,
producing unexpected (and subjectively) interconnections between memory and materiality. Via a deconstruction and reconfiguration of
components, he elucidates hypotheticals from incongruent perspectives.
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